: Note the serving sizes in grams. They are quite similar, so that
allows a fair comparison. Why should similar serving sizes be considered?
• There may not be a clear winner here, but here are some points that could be
argued. Furthermore, do some research, time permitting.
1. Oatmeal has the most protein (5 g).
2. Though you can’t see all of the ingredients, oatmeal has the fewest ingredients,
so the nutrients are all from rolled oats instead of being added artificially. Consider
this: are synthetic vitamins different from those found naturally in the food?
Research this and discuss. Would this be a factor in your choosing a healthier food—
ingredients produced in a lab versus those found naturally in the food?
3. Oatmeal has the least “Total Sugars” and no added sugars. Look at the % Daily
Values. Are sugars bad? Explore.

4. Multi-Grain Cheerios are the best choice for vitamins and minerals. Look at an
actual cereal box to see which V & M are added and which occur naturally in the
foodstuff. Does the origin of the V or M, natural or added, matter?
5. Generally, reducing sodium in one’s diet is good for one’s health. Sodium is
added to so many foods for taste, and many people ingest too much. Oatmeal has
the least sodium, Corn Chex has the most.
6. Although you can’t see it on the label, sorry, I had to balance between
readability and size of the label when I created the slide, the Corn Chex box
states that it “Contains Bioengineered Food Ingredients.” What does that mean,
and is it good or bad or neutral? Explain why you think so. The oatmeal says it’s
“NON GMO certified.” What does that mean? Good? Bad? Neutral on that?
7. The Corn Chex box states that Corn Chex are gluten free. What does that mean,
and does that contribute to the health of the cereal?

